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of machine is more efficient and has less maintenance
than other mechanic or hydraulic systems.

Abstract
This paper describes the integration of a Linear
Wave Energy Generator based on a switched
reluctance machine (LSRM) into a wave energy
point absorber and the laboratory tests of the
electrical machine. The use of electrical linear
generator as direct drive power take-off (PTO) in
wave energy converters (WEC) means several
advantages such as high efficiency in a wide range
of loads and higher control versatility. The lab
testing schema does not use external hydraulic or
pneumatic actuators but split the coils of the LSRM
in two parts (two sub-machines) controlling them by
means of two power electronics converters. This
configuration permits to test the nominal power,
force and velocity of the LSRM. Moreover, the
control of one sub-machine acting as WEC emulator
and the other as the proper generator permits to
test and to compare different strategies of wave
energy capture, beside test the LSRM in ocean
realistic conditions, such as irregular waves.
Keywords: wave energy, linear
reluctance machine, point absorber

generator,

2. Integration in the Point Absorber of the
Linear Generator
Instead of designing an electric generator to be
integrated into a wave point absorber, the point
absorber has been constructed from the generator
concept. Considering that a technological optimized
generator has been developed, there is more flexibility
in the wave energy converter design than in the electric
generator design.
An algorithm for the wave energy converter design
has been developed and it is presented in Fig. 1. The
algorithm works with a time domain model of the
emulated point absorber. The model has been
implemented through a state of the system space based
on hydrodynamic and mechanic characteristics in heave
direction [1]. Eq.1 and Eq.2 resume the equations used
in the control. All the state variables are internal
variables that are used to represent the frequency
variable behaviour, except ‘Fe’, ‘s’ and ‘v’ which
represent real magnitudes as excitation force, stroke an
heave velocity respectively.
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1. Introduction
Ocean stores a vast amount of energy, which wave
energy represents a high percentage. The magnitude of
wave energy is about the level of the current energy
consumption, therefore to obtain this energy is
desirable. Wave energy, as a renewable energy, comes
from the sun, which generates the wind that generates
waves.
Among all wave energy converters, point absorbers
are a technology to emphasize, designed to obtain
energy from vertical movements based on the
buoyancy forces owed to the wave movement. A way
to extract this energy and to convert it into electric
energy is by using lineal electric generators. This kind
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In Eq.1 Fe is the excitation force of the wave and η is
the elevation of the ocean surface. The terms afeii, bfei
and cfei are the coefficients of the excitation force state
space realization and fei are its state space variables. In
Eq.2 the terms azii, bzi and czi are the coefficients of the
radiation impedance space realization and xi are its state
space variables. The other terms are M, the mass of the
WEC, m∞, the added mass, S, the stiffness buoyancy
force respect to the equilibrium floating position, R, the
mechanical dissipation (which includes all dissipative
additional terms such as friction), s, the stroke and v,
the heave velocity.
In this first implementation, an emulation of a single
body point absorber for the control algorithm of the
CLE (emulator-side converter) has been decided.
Through a stochastic optimisation algorithm of genetic
evolution [2] has been calculated the optimal point
absorber using an object function of minimal volume
and with speed limits, stroke and power curve desire
for a 200kN lineal generator, 1m/s and 4m stroke.
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feasible solutions the smallest point absorber has been
chosen even though any other economical or pseudoeconomical cost function could be chosen. With the
point absorber and its hydrodynamic characteristics in
the frequency domain, it is generated a model in the
time domain through the realization of a frequency
model system to a space state system [6]. The schema
of the point absorber and the space of feasible solutions
is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Schema of a single body point absorber and the
space of feasible solutions of the point absorber selection
procedure

3. Laboratory Test Description

FINAL
DESIGN

Laboratory test for 200kN lineal generator will be
explained. The electric lineal generator is a switched
reluctance machine. It is divided in two sub-machines,
one of them will be used as the system motor actuated
by a power electronic converter. The other one will
actuate as generator, both linked in the same direct
current converter. Laboratory tests permit to calculate
nominal characteristics and dynamic behaviour of the
lineal generator emulating a real sea wave.
This configuration is convenient to test the linear
generator without the need of an external actuator. Its
versatility is not only for power and efficiency
checking, but allows simulating the behaviour of linear
generator within different concepts and dimensions of
point absorbers. Also it is possible to introduce
different types of ocean waves or emulate a concrete
location with a known energy spectrum.

Figure 1: Point absorber procedure diagram

Summarizing, the optimization algorithm has as
search objective the dimensional parameters of the
point absorber for a given absorber. For each possible
solution the hydrodynamic parameters are calculated in
the frequency domain (using a FEA program as AQWA
or through specific mathematical methods [3]). With
these hydrodynamic parameters, the characteristics of
the sea waves in a determinate location (47°21'10" N
124°43'50" W Station 46041 - CAPE ELIZABETH45NM Northwest of Aberdeen [4]), considering regular
waves and an optimal energy absorption control [5]
(only delimited for the machine capacity of developing
force) it is calculated the power obtained, speed and
theoretical stroke. Speed, stroke and desired power
curve define the feasible solutions range. Among all the
2
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Furthermore, better energetic efficient is being taken
since electric energy can be circled between both submachines (Fig. 1). The main laboratory equipment of
the testing schema is two power electronics converters
connected each other with a common DC link, as Fig. 1
shows. The linear electric generator will be controlled
by these two power electronic converters. The grid-side
converter (CLR) topology is a tree-phase bridge
composed by 3 branch of IGBT. The emulator-side
converter (CLE) and the generator-side converter
(CLG) are composed by six branches of IGBT each
one, so they can be configured with different topologies
such as tree-phase bridge or three independent H
bridges. This two possible topologies permit to test
tree-phase linear electric machines both with common
neutral phases such as tubular synchronous permanent
magnet machine [7] as independent phases such as
switched reluctance machine.
The nominal power of the CLR and CLE are
350kVA while CLG has been designed ‘ad hoc’ for a
linear switched reluctance generator of 200 kVA. The
CLE nominal power is bigger than the CLG nominal
power due to the responsibility of the CLE in the
movement control. Besides electronic brake a system
directly connected in the common DC link exists
permitting to burn energy and brake the movement of
the linear electric generator in case of any eventuality
in the grid that does not allow to operate with the CLR.
Stator

The linear electrical machine needs some systems
and instrumentation during the tests. An internal
mechanical emergency brake system will be required.
This emergency electrical brake system needs an
ending stroke sensor such as inductive sensors or
similar installed in the electrical machine that detects
oscillator extreme position, and uses the power
electronic converter to generate a braking force in the
electrical machine (working as generator mode). A
linear switched reluctance machine is being tested in
this testing laboratory schema. The design
characteristics of the machine are 200kN of force at
1m/s of maximum speed. It means a peak power or
200kW in generator mode. The machine is provided of
a gas springs as emergency laboratory brakes, beside
inductive ending sensor
Besides, the linear electrical machine would have its
own velocity and position sensor. In our case, the
position sensor system consists on a redundant
magnetic incremental linear encoder and one absolute
wire linear encoder.
Optionally, other kind of sensors such as
temperature or mechanical sensors permit to identify
any contingency during the operation providing the
corresponding alarm signals.
Control algorithms from converters can be separated
into internal and external control loop. The internal
control loop is the same for both power converters
since depends on the electric machine topology and is
roughly described at the last section of the paper. The
external control loop is described in the next two
sections, for the point absorber emulator converter and
the wave energy converter. The control algorithms are
implemented in several control platforms. The control
algorithm of the CLR are implemented in “ad hoc”
distributed μPs control device [8] while a rapid
prototyping control platform dSPACE is provided for
CLE and CLG algorithm control implementation.
As mentioned in previous sections, the internal
control is the same in both converters since it depends
on the lineal generator to be tested. In [9] is described
the internal control for a switched reluctant machine.
Basically the algorithm is based on hysteresis current
control with an off-line optimization of activating and
deactivating positions.

LSRM

Translator

CLE

CLG

CLR
Figure 3: Testing laboratory schema

4.

Point Absorber Emulator Converter.
Hardware and Control Algorithm

The algorithm that controls the point absorber
emulator converter is described in this section. Wave
characteristics are one of the inputs for the control
algorithm, so waves are emulated in the time domain
(wave height and period in case of regular waves and
wave energy spectrum in case of irregular sea [11-12]).
The force that gives the linear generator is the other
input (the sub-machine actuated by the wave energy
converter). The control signal obtained, as output, is
speed or position that theoretically will have a certain
point absorber by a given sea. This speed is introduced
in an intermediate regulation loop and comparing it

Figure 4: Power converters, generator and control stations in
the testing laboratory
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with the speed or position the reference force for the
internal control loop is obtained.

most effective and robust algorithm for point absorbers.
By this control they could be tested different strategies
for energy absorption, as the next step after simulation
validation.

5. Wave Energy Converter. Hardware
and Control Algorithm

6. Experimental Tests Description

In this control algorithm different strategies of
energy absorption can be tested, comparing them with
previous simulation results. It is also possible to test
full functionality of control hardware, power
electronics and lineal generator control. Alarm
management and variables monitoring can also be
tested. The algorithm depends on wave energy
absorption strategy and its implementation. It is based
on strategies such as optimal control [8], neuronal
networks [13] or wave prediction [14]. The energy
extraction algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.

Two groups of basic tests will be carried out for
linear generator PTO for wave energy converter
devices. By chronological order, first static tests are
being taken and secondly dynamic ones. The static tests
consist on measuring the nominal characteristics of the
lineal generator by blocking the movement and
applying a certain force with the electrical machine. As
a result it is possible to characterize the force and the
flux of the linear electrical machine with regards to a
constant current and fixed position [15]. A blocking
system should be capable of fixing the position
between stator and oscillator at different relative
positions. The total range of this relative position
should be one electrical period of the linear electrical
machine. A load cell measures the force in the different
relative positions between stator and oscillator. A
constant current, proportional to the force, is imposed
by CLE or CLG.
About the dynamic tests, they are not only done to
obtain nominal power and efficiency, but to emulate
lineal generator behaviour using different point
absorbers (concept and dimensions) and wave
spectrums.
A first group of dynamic tests consist in working
with CLE or CLG in separately operation connected to
the grid by the CLR without a circulation of the power
between the power electronics converters. CLE or CLG
imposes a sinusoidal movement in the linear electric
machine, permitting to debug the internal algorithm of
the electronics converters and in addition to analyze the
efficiency, output power and thermal behaviour. The
complete testing laboratory schema is used in a second
step. In this group of test the CLE actuates over one of
the sub-machines, programmed to get a specific
behaviour for a specific wave spectrum. CLG has to be
programmed a control strategy for the wave energy
absorption. The objective in this step is to test the linear
electric machine and its energy extraction strategy to
emulate regular and irregular wave conditions
obtaining global efficiencies, analysing power losses,
alarms and operation. These tests also can be used to
optimize future regulation strategies and debugging
operation protocols.
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Figure 5: Algorithm schema for wave energy extraction

An optimal control theory [5], [12] for wave energy
extraction is applied supposing that the mechanical
impedance of the point absorber, in the frequency
domain, is known. The optimal control theory implies
to drive the WEC as a mechanical resonance
movement. This resonance can be understood by
modelling with an equivalent electrical circuit which
replaces the mechanical and hydrodynamic variables
with electrical parameters, thus converting the problem
into a basic electrical circuit analysis problem. In this
electrical analogy, the optimal control theory is the
same concept as the maximum power transfer theory. It
means that the impedance response of the sub-machine
controlled by the CLE should be equal to the
conjugated of the point absorber total impedance. In the
case of real ocean waves, first wave average frequency
is calculated and from this average wave frequency and
the knowledge of the characteristics of the point
absorber it is possible to calculate average total
mechanical impedance at that frequency, so the WEC
will be driven as a pseudo-resonance movement only in
the average period of the wave.
In this case, control successfully depends on the
acknowledgement of the point absorber main
characteristics. Since the waves are directly emulated in
the Lab, the obtained experimental results will be,
successful. The control proposed here is simple for
illustrative reasons. There is no intention to develop the
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